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location options, but this is not in the cards, 
at least for the immediate future. Building the 
financial foundations of The Hall is a slow process 
and needs the support of the Friends of The Hall. 
Support can come from attending the Gala Dinner, 
Sponsorship of the Dinner, congratulatory ads in 
the program book, as well as direct contributions.

Show Your Support
In a roundabout sort of way, I’m asking for your 
support. Submit a nomination for a new member, 
let us know if there is an organization that might 
be able to help us financially or if you have an idea 
that we can use. My fellow Board members and I 
are open to any discussions that will increase our 
Membership in The Hall, add to the Friends of 
The Hall and strengthen the financial foundation 
of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.

All the best for 2018

Rod Sheridan

Chairman’s Message
Rod Sheridan
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Welcome to the first Flyer edition for 2018.

For everyone involved in the operations of 
The Hall of Fame, this is the time of year when 
preparations for our 2018 Gala Induction move to 
full throttle.

The 2018 Gala
In October we announced our 2018 inductees 
and that we would be holding this year’s event 
in the great city of Calgary. Sunwest Aviation 
has graciously offered their hangar facility as the 
venue for what we are confident will be 400+ 
guests.

The Inductees
I personally congratulate John Bogie, Paul 
Manson, John Maris and Gregory Powell. They 
are the four who will join our exceptional list of 
Members at the ceremonies on June 7th. They, 
along with family and friends, will celebrate with 
us at the gala event.

Choosing the location
Choosing the location of the Annual Induction 
event is a little more complicated than you would 
imagine. It’s a question of being fair to an east-

west balance, the location of the year’s inductees 
as well as the venue possibilities. We do rely on 
the Induction Gala as the primary source of The 
Hall’s operational funding, so cost of the location 
will always rank high in our decision process.

For obvious reasons, using aviation related 
locations is a relatively easy decision when the 
opportunities present themselves. Not only do size 
and flexibility matter but convenience with respect 
to hotels, parking and ease of travel play key roles 
in the selection each year.

Having said that, when we have Friends of The 
Hall like Richard Hotchkiss, CEO of Sunwest 
aviation, that contribute the location, our decision 
becomes even simpler. Thank You, Richard for 
your support for our 2018 Gala.

Financial Considerations
It would be nice if financial considerations were 
less of a driver in our decision-making process but 
the fiscal realities of operating The Hall must a 
factor in our location selection.

Having an unlimited bank account would make 
these decisions much more open to different 

A Treasure in our Collection
Aja Cooper, Collections Manager

As a child, one of my favorite things to do was 
to rifle through the attic looking for unique 
objects – much to the displeasure of my parents 
because I never left the attic as I had found it.  
It has only come to my attention now in writing 
this article that these treasure hunts contributed to 
why I eventually became an Object Conservator / 
Collections Manager.  I may be older now, but I still 
appreciate a good treasure hunt.  One of the first 
treasures I encountered in the CAHF collection 
was a miniature sculpture in the Thurston “Rusty” 
Blakey collection.

“Rusty” Blakey, C.M., had a career spanning 
nearly five decades.  Some of his more notable 
contributions to aviation included: 
- Working as air engineer and pilot for Austin 
Airways;
- Photographing vast areas of Ontario for the 
provincial government to help forestry and road 
building ventures;
- Flying rescue missions and medical evacuations 

from northern Ontario areas to the nearest 
hospitals;
- Revolutionizing forest fire suppression.  

After Blakey passed away in 1986, the Rusty 
Blakey Heritage Aviation Group and the City 
of Sudbury collaborated to erect a monument 
in 1988 at Sudbury, Ontario to commemorate 
Blakey.  The monument, “Science North Project”, 
was commissioned to sculptor Ron Baird (RCA, 
OACD). The monument, which depicts an 
airplane banking in flight, consists of a triangular 
composition of brushed stainless steel and ABS 
tubing attached to the stainless steel. It is located 
on the bank of Ramsey Lake at Sudbury.  

The treasure I spotted in the CAHF collection is 
a miniature model of the original “Science North 
Project” sculpture which was constructed by Ron 
Baird. He also constructed this replica, which will 
be on display at CAHF in the near future.

We congratulate Ron Baird as he was 1 of 30 
artists selected to participate in the 2018 Venice 
Biennale.  

“Rusty Blakey was inducted as member of CAHF 
in 1992.

Photo: Aja Cooper 
Miniature of the Blakey memorial monument at 
Sudbury, ON
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Announcing the New Inductees, 2018
Mary Oswald, John Chalmers and others

At ceremonies to be held in Calgary on June 7th, Canada’s 
Aviation Hall of Fame will induct the following four 
individuals who have shown outstanding leadership and 
achievements for the betterment of aviation in Canada 
and the lives of Canadians.

John M. Bogie
John Bogie was born into an 
aviation family, with an early 
successful career as an airport 
operator and young charter 
pilot. He became known for 
his charter and exploration 
work for Laurentian Air 
Services and Spartan Air 
Service, including the flight 
that identified the major iron 
deposit at Gagnon, Quebec.

In discussions with fellow pilots, he dreamed about 
developing an organization which would serve the needs 
of pilots across Canada, much like AOPA in the USA. 
In 1952 he became a co-founder of COPA (Canadian 
Owners and Pilots Association), serving as its first 
President and Chairman. He has continued to be a 
strong supporter of the organization, seeing it grow from 
modest beginnings to some 17,000 members. He serves 
as an honorary director and life member. 

His many accomplishments through COPA include 
simplifying medicals for pilots, and the development 
of aviation liability group insurance now used by 
commercial carriers. He helped create the Experimental 
Aircraft Association (EAA) in Canada, as well as a 
civilian pilot group for Search and Rescue as an adjunct 
to the military. He also helped bring into being the 
CBAA (Canadian Business Aircraft Association), first as 
an arm of COPA and then as its own distinct entity. 

John Bogie has continued to support aviation in Canada 
long after his retirement in 1992. He enjoys the respect 
and admiration of the aviation community to this day.

Gen. (Ret’d) Paul D. Manson 
O.C., CMM, CD

Paul Manson is one of 
the top Canadian aviation 
personalities of his 
generation. His 38-year 
RCAF / CF career culminated 
in his appointment as Chief 
of the Defence Staff from 
1986 to 1989. As a fighter 
pilot, he commanded at every 
level of the air force and was 
instrumental as the Program 
Manager for the new fighter 

aircraft program in the selection of the CF-18 Hornet 
to replace Canada’s aging fleets of CF-101, CF-104 and 
CF-5 fighters in the 1980s.

After retiring, he went on to a career in commercial 
aviation, and served as President of Paramax, a large 
aerospace company. He also held the position of 
Chairman of Lockheed Martin Canada.

He then accepted the challenge of serving as volunteer 
full-time chairman of the “Passing the Torch” campaign, 
which raised over $16M in support of the Canadian 
War Museum (CWM) and its quest to find and open 
a new facility in Ottawa after a tumultuous period in 
the museum’s history. He served as a trustee on the 
CWM’s board and chaired the committees devoted to 
the revitalized new museum. His success in ensuring the 
completion of this significant national facility in 2005 
will stand as a testament to his accomplishment. 

Following that period of dedicated work, he was 
appointed Chairman of the Conference of Defence 
Associations Institute, Chairman of the Aerospace 
Industries Association of Canada, and Chairman of the 
Board for Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame. 

Paul Manson was invested as Commander of the Order 
of Military Merit (CMM), and has received Honorary 
Doctorate Degrees in Military Science from Royal 
Roads Military College and the Royal Military College. 
He was invested as an Officer in the Order of Canada 
in 2002.

He is a skilled musician and plays trombone in an 
Ottawa-based swing band in his spare time.

John M. Maris  
Ph.D., CD

John Maris received 
his wings at CF Flight 
Training School Moose 
Jaw, graduating with 
top honours in academic 
standing and piloting. He 
has had an exceptional 
career as a Canadian Armed 
Forces operational pilot, test 
pilot, project manager and 
Canadian Space Agency 
team leader. For over 20 

years, he achieved great success as an innovator, and is 
recognized for his work by all major Canadian, UK and 
US aerospace agencies. 

Included in these accomplishments is his engineering 
work for the robotic arm deployed on the International 
Space Station. He has also been involved with flight test 
standardization courses for the Bombardier “C” Series 
flight test personnel, and for flight optimization systems 
for NASA.

In 1989, he was the top performer at the USAF Test Pilot 
School. In 1992 he was posted to the CSA as the top-
rated test pilot at AETE (Aerospace Engineering Test 
Establishment). 

He has served on the boards of a range of academic 
and public sector agencies. In 2005, he was awarded 
the prestigious Trans-Canada (McKee) Trophy for his 
contributions to Canadian aerospace. In 2006 he was 
presented with an Aviation Week and Space Technology 
Laureate at the Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center in 
Chantilly, Virginia, for “helping in the transition from 
paper in the cockpit to a digital flight deck”.

John Maris is a published author on a wide range of 
aviation topics, and holds numerous worldwide patents, 
such as “Method of predicting the approaching stall 
of an aircraft wing” (1985), “Method and apparatus 
for investigating air flow” (1987), and “An archival 
analysis of stall warning system effectiveness during 
airborne icing encounters” (2017). 

In 2013 he became CEO of Marinvent Corporation, the 
award-winning company he founded, recognized “for 
its exceptional contributions to the Canadian aerospace 
industry” through its research alliances and aerospace 
advocacy.

Dr. Dwight Gregory Powell   
M.D., O.C.

Dr. Gregory Powell is 
Professor Emeritus of 
Family Medicine and 
Emergency Medicine at the 
Faculty of Medicine of the 
University of Calgary. He is 
the founder and CEO of the 
non-profit Shock Trauma Air 
Rescue Society (STARS), a 
helicopter-based emergency 
transport service.

After his graduation from medical school, he spent time 
as an observer in the Vietnam War. This experience 
showed him the advantage of using aircraft to get 
critically injured people to medical treatment. 

In the 1970s, while serving as chief of the emergency 
department at the U of C’s Medical Centre, he realized 
that many patients could have been saved if they had 
received earlier pre-hospital care. He was a pilot himself, 
and he decided to create an air medical transport service 
for Calgary. 

Knowing that helicopters were by far the most efficient 
means of moving severely ill or injured patients, he 
created a nonprofit organization, the Shock Trauma Air 
Rescue Society in 1985 to provide helicopter rescue and 
transport in and around Calgary.

The service has expanded to operate from three bases 
in Alberta, two in Saskatchewan and one in Manitoba. 
Helipads have been installed throughout these areas. The 
helicopters carry medical personnel to begin treatment 
as quickly as possible.

Dr. Powell has served as Founder, President and CEO 
of STARS for over 27 years. Under his leadership, 
programs were implemented for inclusion of night 
vision goggles, helipads at or near hospitals, and GPS 
approaches for each of them.

Although he retired from these responsibilities in 2012, 
he remains actively involved in providing advisory 
expertise in the area of international aviation medical 
evacuation.

Dr. Powell was invested as an Officer in the Order of 
Canada in 2007.
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June 12th 1935 was a big day for me - my first 
flight - My dad, “Wop” May,  was the pilot 
and Mom and I were the passengers - I cried 
all the way - those bush planes were noisy. 
We took off from Cooking Lake just east of 
Edmonton, and landed at Fort McMurray on 
the Snye, a side channel of the Athabasca 
River.  I don’t remember any of that, I was 
only 28 days old!

While I don’t remember my only year in Fort 
McMurray, I remember the stories my Mom 
told me about their 7 years there. It was an 
interesting and challenging time for them - 
I’m not sure how they survived trying to run 
a small airline during the depression. 

The family lived in a small house on Franklin 
Ave. My Mom told me that the house had no 
insulation - she hung blankets on the walls to 
cover over the inch of ice that formed. She 
chuckled as she told how the family cat used 
to climb the walls. The  wood-burning stove 
warmed the house and my Dad converted a 
bathtub to a kitchen table when it was turned 
on its side. He cut a hole in the kitchen floor, 
dug a pit - food was kept in a bucket in that 
makeshift fridge. He also dug a large pit out 
back for garbage - sometimes the family dogs 
would fall in and need to be rescued.

My Dad often told me about his piloting 
experiences while living in Fort McMurray. 
His company, Commercial Airways, operated 
from a hangar on Main Street near the 
Snye, which became the airport where it all 
happened. Rivers and lakes were the airports 
of the North, since there really were no 
landing fields up there. The Snye gave river 
access and the place to change from floats to 
skis. Engines were overhauled or changed, 
floats taken off and on occasion an aircraft 
would sink through the ice in spring. It was 
exciting for kids and adults - Mom used to 
keep a boat for fishing and hunting trips and 
often took her dogs for a swim.

My Dad and the other pilots headed out 
for places most people never heard of, and 
my Mom and the other wives stayed home 
wondering when and if they would ever 
see their husbands again.  She recalled 
how thrilled they were to hear an engine 
approaching from the North. They kept busy 

Memories of the Early Days
Denny May

picking and preserving fruit, hunting, fishing, 
playing tennis and hitching dogs to sleighs 
for winter runs. They tried to make it a fun 
time and your home was the place for people 
to gather and visitors to stay.

I knew that a pilot’s life was exciting 
- adventures were a fact of life. But 
communications with “the South” was always 
a concern. The train brought mail as far as Fort 
McMurray, but northern communities often 
had to wait for summer when a barge could 
carry their supplies down the Mackenzie 
River. My Dad was proud to recount how it 
was that the first Air Mail to the Arctic was 
carried by Commercial Airways. Four of his 
aircraft took off on December 9, 1929 loaded 
with mail, each pilot with an air mechanic by 
his side.

The bush pilots who flew from Fort McMurray 
for my Dad’s company were all good friends 
of his, and while he flew alongside them, he 
cared about their welfare. I listened to stories 
of how they flew in whatever the weather 
was. They tackled high winds, blizzards, 
rain, hail, mosquitos and black flies, not to 
mention rough landings that broke ski struts 
and propellors. When their aircraft broke 
down they fixed it right where it landed - 
often with bare hands, wire, babiche (rawhide 
or gut from the caribou), good luck and 
imagination. It was a challenging life, full of 
adventure and many scary moments.

My parents described many mercy flights 
that were hurriedly carried out and patients 
brought back for medical attention or for 
transfer to Edmonton. They and Dr. Harold 
Hamman flew to Keg River once to bring 
back Mrs. Jackson and her newborn son. 
Mom and Dr. Hamman had to hold her down 
when she tried to escape from the plane! 

In 1936 the family moved to Edmonton, to 
a house which had running water, and coal 
furnace. These luxuries were especially 
important for my Mom who kept up our 
home with my Dad being away so much of 
the time. 

During the war my Dad brought home pilots 
from many countries - an exciting time for 
me as the stories they told were wonderfully 

interesting to me! I remember going with my 
Dad to the bombing range west of Edmonton 
to watch the first parachute jumps by 
members of the Para-Rescue Service.

Now as I look back on these memories of 
that distant time, I know that many of Dad’s 
pilots have been inducted as members of 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame. I remember 
my Dad talking about Moss Burbidge, Archie 
McMullen, Stan McMillan, and Matt Berry, 
and air mechanic Tim Sims. Other friends 
of my Dad’s included Leigh Brintnell and 
Punch Dickins, who are also members of The 
Hall. 

The family home

The ‘Wop’ May family home and office, Fort 
McMurray. This house has been moved to 
the city’s Heritage Park

Air Mail

This letter was part of the first Air Mail 
delivery to Aklavik in 1929, signed by pilot, 
air mechanic, and postal services inspector
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Memories of Induction Gala 2017 (Part 2)
Photos by Rick Radell

Come join us in reliving more memories of the wonderfully successful and exciting Induction Ceremonies and 
Dinner Gala that was held at the Vancouver International Airport on June 15th. 

Robert Porter, Danny Sitnam, Fern Villeneuve, Cindy Garriock-Washington, B.C.’s Lt. Gov. Judith Guichon, John Elmose, Robert Deluce, 
Rogers Smith, Jean Butters, Board Chairman Rod Sheridan, and the Aide de Camp for Lt. Gov. Guichon

Craig Richmond, CEO of Vancouver 
International Airport, 
welcomed guests

Chris and Pat Cooper-Slipper. Chris is 
Vice Chairman of the CAHF Board

Tom and Heather Appleton. Tom is past 
Chairman of The Board of Directors
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Mike and Edie Matthews, Rod Sheridan, Lt Gov. 
Judith Guichon, Shelley Sheridan

Rogers Smith and family

Larry Milberry, Fern Villeneuve, Cindy Garriock-Washington

Cadets escorted the Inductees into the dining hall

Margie Wright and Robert Porter

Mary Oswald with ‘Stocky’ and Tony Edwards

Danny Sitnam and his wife Laura, as he receives Honorary 
Citizenship in the City of Wetaskiwin from Mayor Bill Elliot
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Speaking of Members (Part 1)
Mary Oswald

‘REX’ TERPENING 
William J. Cameron

This Christmas season I received email greetings 
from Franz Metzgar, the former Regional 
Operations Manager of Canadian Pacific Air Lines 
in Tokyo, Japan. The original of his message had 
been sent to Rex Terpening’s wife, Trudie.

In reply to Franz’s greetings, I shared the messages 
with Bob Cameron of Whitehorse, YT and with 
Clark Seaborn of Calgary, who are Air Engineers, 
Aircraft Restoration experts and Aviation 
Historians, and of course, with Mary Oswald at 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.

All of us in that exchange - from Japan to Surrey 
to Calgary to Edmonton to Whitehorse - had 
worked with, or known Rex Terpening at some 
time during his long career with Canadian Pacific 
Air Lines. What an incredible legacy of aviation 
relationships in Rex’s life - friends all over the 
world!

I first met Rex in Regina, SK in July of 1948, 
where I was hired by CPAL as a Radio Operator/
Agent, and Rex was the District Chief Mechanic 
in Saskatchewan.

Over the next 30 years our paths crossed 
frequently in our Airline responsibilities; my 

assignments took me to 
Winnipeg, Montreal, Rome, 
Tokyo, Madrid, Mexico and 
Vancouver; and as Rex became 
the Director, International Line 

Maintenance for CPAL, we inter-acted frequently 
over the many years of our mutual employment 
time, until his retirement in 1978.

Rex Terpening was one of the 
most highly respected people in 
all of our Airline, for the thirty-
six years of his career - a modest, 
unassuming man who made a big 
difference.

Rex is now living in a care facility in Surrey, BC 
and is over 100 years of age. Trudie tells us that 
he still enjoys stories about the ‘good old days’ 
of aviation, and visits from his grandchildren and 
friends.

(Rick Radell photo)

Trudie and Rex Terpening at the Induction 
Dinner in Richmond, BC (2010)

ROBERT DELUCE

Bob Deluce will be honoured on May 17, 2018 
with induction into the Canadian Business Hall of 
Fame. This will be the second such honour - he 
was inducted as a Member of Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame in 2017.

Bob has been involved in aviation all his life, 
starting as a teenager with his parents’ business, 
White River Air Services in the 1960s. He has held 
various positions with family-owned businesses 
such as Austin Airways, NorOntair, Air Creebec, 
and Air Manitoba.

In 2006 he founded a new regional airline, Porter 
Airlines, flying out of Toronto Island Airport 
(Billy Bishop Toronto City Airport), with 20 new 
Bombardier Q400 aircraft. He has expanded his 
service range into the very busy eastern Canada 
travel market as well as the U.S.A.

(Rick Radell photo)

Robert Deluce, right, accepts certificate of 
“Honorary Citizen of Wetaskiwin” from Mayor 

Bill Elliot

LEONARD BIRCHALL 
LEADERSHIP AWARD
Astronaut Col (ret’d) Chris Hadfield

The 2017 recipient of the Leonard Birchall 
Leadership Award is Col (ret’d) Chris Hadfield, 
Canadian astronaut extraordinaire and Member 
of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame, inducted in 
2005. The dinner gala and award ceremony was 

held at the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum 
(CWHM) in Hamilton, ON in partnership with the 
Royal Military Colleges Foundation.

(NASA photo)

Chris Hadfield

Air Commodore Leonard Birchall, CM, OBE, 
DFC, CD  was an RCAF officer in the Second 
World War whose heroic efforts in warning of an 
imminent Japanese attack on the island of Ceylon 
(Sri Lanka) in 1942 resulted in his being called 
“The Savior of Ceylon”. His plane was shot down 
immediately after, and he was taken prisoner of 
war, where he showed extraordinary courage and 
leadership under the direst of conditions. He was 
inducted Member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame in 2001.

Irma Coucill portrait

Len Birchall

CHRIS HADFIELD
What Is He Up To?
 
Chris Hadfield must be Canada’s greatest PR 
person ever!  He gave me this list of items which 
are keeping him busy. The following is just a 
partial list! He mentionns that there are several 
more projects in the works.

He:
• hosted a 6-part series on BBC called Astronauts – 
Do You Have What it Takes, follows an astronaut 
selection, now in Canada on BBC-Earth and 
iTunes
• is hosting a 10-part series on National Geographic 
called One Strange Rock, about the Earth itself 
from an astronaut’s perspective, to air in March 
2018
• helped select Canada’s two newest astronauts, 
Maj Josh Kutryk and Dr. Jenni Sidey

 

 



I made with Danny Michel in the high Arctic, 
Khlebnikov, with the Vancouver Symphony
• spent the summer flying with my 83-yr-old Dad 
in his Cessna 170B
• is hosting my Generator show at Roy Thomson 
Hall on 11 January, a variety evening of ideas, this 
year highlighting creative women

9

• is doing a Canada 150/151 tour across the 
country, 16 theatres in 16 cities, celebrating our 
past, present and future in words, images and song
• is producing a series on YouTube called Rare 
Earth, interesting stories from around the planet
• is teaching at University of Waterloo
• is speaking all around the world
• performed the debut of the new music album 

(RickRadell photo)

Chris Hadfield, guest speaker

A New Memorial Airport
Denny May

My Dad would be more than pleased if he were 
to see this sign at the Fort Vermilion airport. I 
unveiled it at a ceremony in Fort Vermilion on 
July 15th.

A Little Background before telling 
of the day’s events:
On January 2, 1929 Wilfrid ‘Wop’ May and Vic 
Horner left Edmonton in an open-cockpit Avian 
carrying diphtheria antitoxin which was needed 
to help the isolated community of Little Red River 
in northern Alberta. The nearest airport was Fort 
Vermilion, about 650 km away. The two pilots took 
on this dangerous task, setting off in -30 degree 
(C) weather, arriving two days later. A doctor took 
the serum back to the community and the spread 
of the disease was stopped. Over the years there 
have been reenactments and other memorial 
ceremonies, but no permanent memorial to this 
extreme adventure was ever made. (An article 
describing the mercy flight was printed in the Fall 
(September) issue of The Flyer.)

On July 15th we flew to Fort Vermilion with 
Don Riep of Yardstick Technologies & Aviation 
Holdings. Don is CAHF’s Web master.

Photo courtesy Denny May

Don Riep, pilot, and Denny and Marg May

Over 300 people from all over Northern Alberta 
attended the fly-in/drive-in to watch the ceremony 
of renaming the airport “Wop May Memorial 

Airport”. We received 
enthusiastic greetings from 
people standing alongside the 
runway waving as we landed 
and taxied in - and it seemed 
everybody wanted to shake our 
hands and have their pictures 
taken with us!

At 2:00 pm the huge crowd 
moved to the edge of the airport 
for the ceremony.  The story of the 1929 Mercy 
Flight was told and I cut the ribbon to unveil the 
new airport sign. Atop the sign is a scale model 
of the Avro “Avian” made out of sheet steel by 
Larry Schartner from ABCO Industries in Fort 
Vermilion. 

Photo by Denny May

Airport sign unveiled by Denny May

Among the people we met was Stella Sanderson 
who was in Fort Vermilion in 1929 and remembered 
the plane landing. We met Larry Buckmaster, son 
of Dwight Buckmaster who owned the Avro Avian 
in the late 1930’s, and Terry Lambert, grandson 
of William Lambert, who took the message to the 
Peace River telegraph station calling for help.

At 4:00 PM we started our two hour flight back 
to Edmonton and as we taxied to the runway we 
were surprised when two fire trucks gave us a 
royal sendoff.  

Photo by Denny May

A royal send-off, sprayed by two community fire trucks

We did a farewell fly-by before leaving Wop May 
Memorial Airport.

 
Photo courtesy Jacob Marfo 

The Wop May Memorial Airport
at Fort Vermilion.
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The Plant
Or: Growing Up In An Aircraft Factory Jamie McIntyre

Bob McIntyre beside a prototype of a DH-1 
Chipmunk, 1949

Like those of army brats, my childhood and youth 
were invested with my Dad’s calling. He was a 
Toronto- and Cambridge-educated mechanical and 
aeronautical engineer who earned his pilot’s license 
in 1937. The Cambridge University Air Squadron 
afforded him 125 hours in Avro biplanes named 
Tutor and Audax, and the then-new Hawker Hind. 
Arriving back in Canada as war broke out in Europe, 
Bob McIntyre never piloted an aircraft again – and 
this, to me, seemed odd. I think I know now.

With my own involvement in aviation (including a 
twelve year stint as the owner of my own biplane) 
I know the aviation genes had been downloaded 
somehow. How they were formed is more a story of 
personal passion than enforced education.

Dad was project engineer on the Canadian-built 
Mosquito bombers; then at war’s end, production 
manager on the Chipmunk trainer. Design 
engineering on the Beaver followed, as did his 
heading up of the new jet engine overhaul division, 
civil certification leader on the Caribou military 
transport, market development director on the Twin 
Otter and Dash 7, and design definition leader on 
the Dash 8. Bob McIntyre? Well, he simply loved 
airplanes.

I was taken on many occasions to the de Havilland 
Canada plant in North Toronto, in the early Fifties. 
My very first recollection there was to see the new 
DH-106 Comet jetliner. It was visiting from the 
parent company in England.

Airplanes inside hangars are bigger than ones 
outdoors.This gleaming dart was brilliant aluminum, 
and was being poured over by the employees like 
a captured King Kong. I was simply and totally 
awestruck. Noiseless, it seemed even more potent. I 
was about six years old.

At home, aviation was contained in books and 
scale models in plastic. But at The Plant the scope 
was to the tenth power – cavernous acres of flying 
machines, slowly growing like huge butterflies, 
each soon to emerge from its chrysalis. It was a 
quiet, purposeful, captivating hatchery.

As a young boy I found myself absolutely 
overwhelmed by the size of the place, and by the 
enormity of the aircraft growing within it. Even 
unfinished and unmoving they exuded a presence 
of purpose, almost intimidating. “Just watch 
me” they’d say. “Wait till I get out of here!” DH 
company newsletters featured smiling caricatures of 
these cheerful dynamos. 

Other visits were for company Christmas parties 
held at the RCAF base at the north end of the 
Downsview airfield. Vampires and T-33s beckoned 
from the hangar floor, and I forgot the cake and ice 
cream for time in silent study. As the years ticked by 
I was witness to Caribous riddled with bullet holes, 
back from Viet Nam for surgery. There were scores 
of Twin Otters scurrying along the production line, 
destined for desert strips in Africa and nascent 
commuter airlines in America.

Jamie McIntyre and friend leaning on a Twin 
Otter prop. 1970 

There was the magnificence of the sturdy, 
pressurized, four-engined FAR-25 Dash 7 STOL 
airliner, a world leader, commanding a dignified 
respect. It was the beginning of comfortable 
regional airline travel. That airplane traveled the 
world with Dad on board, uncontainable in his 
enthusiastic presentations to airline execs of any 
nation, who would listen 

To visit his office, you had to walk across production 
lines and up two flights of stairs to get a picture-
window view. Not of the outdoors, but of rugged 
Bufallos on the line below. For years he resisted 
the offer of a head-office office with views of the 
parking lot – preferring, naturally, the intimacy 
and proof that the view his production line vantage 
afforded. So, this is how genes form.

And Dad loved the genesis of invention. Particularly 
the ‘boys in Experimental’ who could produce 

practically anything out of practically nothing. 
He was especially at home here – a purpose-
built hangar that doubled as pre-flight operations. 
Wood, glue, aluminum and rivets all got along well 
here, where engineers and test pilots were always 
sourcing solutions in eager cooperation. It was the 
workshop of intrigued people.
 
On a bright, cold Easter weekend in 1970 I was a 
passenger in the DHC president’s personal aircraft 
– a DHC-2 Beaver, serial number 1000, whose 
registration, CF-PCG, matched Phil Garratt’s 
initials. All the stars were lining up.

I had the excellent fortune to know and learn from 
test pilots (and sample, at the age of four, the softness 
of a real silk parachute), marketers, presidents, 
secretaries, photographers and demonstration pilots. 

Dad traveled many paths at The Plant. He had a 
great playground to exercise his passion. Over the 
years (he was there from 1942 till 1985, the year he 
died) I visited enthusiastically. It was a breathing, 
proud place, with the intermittent cacophony of 
rivet guns reminding me of its strength.

I passed into a different space when Dad died, and I 
no longer went to The Plant. I had by then graduated 
to my own marketing career in aviation – first 
extolling the virtues of a fat wooden mockup, soon 
to become the Canadair Challenger business jet.

My mentor had learned to fly simply to relate his 
formal education to the realities of aerodynamics 
and mechanics. I don’t think he ever regretted 
not maintaining his license. He might have been 
reserving that time in the air for me. 

The Plant had passed its glue to me, and the 
glue still holds. My own aerospace marketing 
communications company was located, naturally, in 
a hangar at P.E. Trudeau International Airport. The 
de Havilland plant shaped my love of aviation, and 
awakened me to its every aspect. Many thousands of 
airplanes have been built there. I was built there, too.
                                                                                                                                      

 
Jamie McIntyre piloting his biplane, a Steen 
Skybolt

Robert B.
McIntyre



John Chalmers, our historian, has created a 
short power-point presentation about The 
Hall. You would find it very interesting - 
there’s information about The Hall and its 
Members, and it would be a potential boost to 
anyone who would like to use it at a meeting 
of your local social group, flying club or 
other organization. Just call our office and 
Robert or Aja will either get it for you, or get 
you in touch with “Video John”.

For those living outside of Central Alberta, 
any time you expect to be close by, plan on 
spending some time at the Reynolds-Alberta 
Museum in Wetaskiwin to see our displays. 
If you contact our office in advance, they 
might also arrange for you to see some of our 
artifacts that are not on public display. And of 
course, you can read up on our members at 
our website www.cahf.ca.

Also in the news since my last article is that 
one of our members is now the Governor 
General of Canada and that is very exciting. 
Congratulations to Her Honour Julie Payette.
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Gary Abrams
Roger Beebe
W. Bissonnette
Bill Buckham
Syd Burrows
Ronald Button
William Cameron
William Carr
Byron Cavadias
John Chalmers
Terry Champion
Catherine Chase
Chris Cooper-
Slipper
James Court
Lynn DeBou
Blain Fowler
John Grant

Donations to CAHF
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame appreciates all the support it receives, including general donations and Friends renewals. Thank you to the 
following donors:

Roger Gunn
Hugh Halliday
Dave Hiscocks
Evelyn Hutchings
Doris Jewitt
Gary Johnson
Miriam Kavanagh
Les Kerr
Tracey Kirouac
Ray Kuliavus
Douglas Laidlaw
John Latta
Paul Manson
Barry Marsden
Marie (Deluce) Marshall
David and Kimberley May
Denny May
Ross McBain

Jim McBride
Barry McDonald
Jack McGee
Doug McLean
Jamie McIntyre
Gordon McNulty
Jon Mitchell
Mary Oswald
Sharon Pankrath
M. and J. Paton
Jacquie Perrin
Dorothy Powell
Byron Reynolds
Dick Richmond
Jack (Harvey) 
Roddick
Paul Manson
George Miller

Ed and M. Saulou
Don Saunders
Clark Seaborn
Dietmar Seibt
George Skinner
Angelee Skywork
Darrel Smith
Chris Terry
Bram Tilroe
Carole and Bart 
West
Patricia Wheeler
Robert Winson
Brian Wright
David Wright

Alberta Aviation Museum, Edmonton
Royal Aviation Museum of Western Canada, Winnipeg
West Canada Section 99s - donation
Jeanniot Foundation - donation
C. Charles - Memorial donation in memory of W. Newson
CAHS  - Memorial donation in memory of George Neal 
Audrey May Estate - Memorial donation
George Neal Estate - Memorial donation
William Lee Perry Estate - memorial donation to CAHF 
Endowment Fund

More “Musings”
of the Chairman of the Operations Committee Dave Wright

When I wrote my article for the last Flyer, 
I thought I had done my deed. But Mary 
Oswald, the editor, did not see it that way and 
here I am writing again.

Since my last report, we identified the 
nominees for membership in The Hall, 
listed in other parts of this Flyer. The Dinner 
committee made up of staff, volunteers from 
the Operations Committee and Directors of 
The Hall have been very busy planning the 
next Gala Dinner and Induction Ceremony to 
be held in Calgary on June 7, 2018. 

We have done this enough times that the work 
is fairly routine. But each dinner committee 
Chairperson likes to add a flavour all its own. 
This one is no exception.  We got off to a 
quick start with Director Gordon Berturelli 
in the Chair, and we are further along in this 
process at the time of writing than we have 
been in the past, and for this I am thankful. 
I am prepared to do whatever is necessary 
at the last minute, but prefer not to. As with 
previous events, I know attendees will have a 
very good time.

It is nice to see that my previous article 
has already had some action in terms of 
our endowment fund at the Battle River 

Community Foundation. Keep those 
donations coming. As the donations grow, the 
annual boost to our operating revenue stream 
will also increase in the future. 

The phone in the office has not been ringing 
off the wall with new volunteers. However, 
one of our volunteers believes he has found 
his understudy for the future and that is a 
good sign. We would like to hear from you if 
you are available to spend even a few hours 
each week helping in the office.

Something else of which you might not be 
aware is that CAHF, through a program called 
Young Canada Works, provides summer work 
for two students at the museum. Their wages 
are paid partially by CAHF and by Friends of 
Reynold’s-Alberta Museum and partly by the 
YCW program. These students benefit both 
RAM and CAHF, sharing their time between 
the two. For us, they help greet visitors at 
the Hangar, and at our collections site they 
catalogue artifacts by scanning and digitizing 
them into permanent records. This not only 
helps us through the busy summer months, 
but provides valuable work experience for 
them as they prepare for their own working 
future.



Invitation to Visit CAHF’s Website (www.cahf.ca)
Rod Sheridan

If you have logged on to Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame Website, “Welcome!” Here you 
will be able to follow the journeys of our 
members that together paint the picture of 
Canada’s Aviators and Aerospace Heroes.

Whether you begin with the flights of 
the Silver Dart or join the path of today’s 
pioneers that are making Canada’s mark 
outside the bounds of our planet, you will find 
the inspiring tales of those who helped build 
our nation to reaches far beyond what the 
railways alone could achieve and of course, 
the brave men and women that dedicated 
their lives to the service of our country and 
expanded the limits of the Aerospace world.

When you read the stories we ask that you 
think about who you know that deserves to be 
included in these ranks with their own place 
of honour as a Member of Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame.

Denny May, who is in constant touch with 
CAHF’s webmaster, has told us that the 
following video stories are now uploaded 
onto the website. Check out the videos of the 
following Members of The Hall:

Walter Frank Chmela
Stanley Matthew Deluce
Craig Laurence Dobbin
A. B. Fraser Fraser-Harris

Marc Garneau
Chris Austin Hadfield
Fred Harvey Hitchins
Fred Kearns
Thomas Lamb
Charles Luttman
Kenneth Barry Marsden
C. Eric McConachie
Robert Billo McIntyre
Hubert Martyn Pasmore
Albert Ross Tilley
Joseph Armand Gerard Fernand Villeneuve

• Additional Information to add to 
Jamie McIntyre’s article titled “The Plant” 
on page 10:

Jamie is president of Romeo Oscar Inc, 
an aerospace and aviation marketing 
communications company. A keen private 
pilot since 1970, he flies a Steen Skybolt 
biplane on weekends for the pure pleasure of 
it. He also has two vintage motorcycles and 
an understanding family.

Jamie’s dad, Robert McIntyre was inducted 
as Member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame in 2006. He was a skilled mechanical 
and aeronautical engineer, with excellent 

From The Flyer Editor
Mary Oswald

communication and marketing skills. He 
spent over 40 years at deHavilland Canada 
in Toronto, and is well known for his work 
on the Mosquito fighter-bomber in the early 
1940s.

• Correction:
In the Fall issue of The Flyer (Sept. 2017), in 
the article “Air Spray - 50 Years” a photo of 
Don Hamilton was included. He is standing 
beside a Fairchild 82. This correction 
is credited to the watchful eye of Jamie 
McIntyre.

• Help Wanted:
We have been searching for anyone, family 
member or friend, who can help us find two 
of CAHF’s members who have moved, with 
address unknown. 

James (Jim) Floyd, inducted in 1993, lived 
in Etobicoke for many years. He worked as 
Senior Engineer on design of the CF-105 
Avro Arrow in the 1950s.
Joseph Fernand ‘Frank’ Henley, inducted 
in 2013, lived in Ste. Genevieve, QC. 

If you can help, please call or email the 
CAHF office (see page 2 for numbers).

www.cahf.ca

